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ERRATUM:
In: Hodgins, T., Ho, A., and Sandercock, M., Identification of Modern Automotive Paint
Systems using Paint Data Query (PDQ): A Collaborative Study JASTEE 2015; 6(3): 46-63;
published online December 2015; corrected March 2017.
In the version of this article initially published, there was a labeling error in Primer

spectra within Appendix 2. Four primer spectra are presented as spectral comparisons
with the test sample, however, the bottommost comparison spectrum should be titled

“Primer (OU1): UARL00119 Honda Marysville 2013”. This error has been corrected in the

PDF version of the article.
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Differential Sampling of Contact Surfaces of Footwear to

Separate Fractions of Loosely, Moderately and Tightly Held
Particles
ABSTRACT
A method of differential sampling is described that is suitable for separation of loosely,
moderately and tightly held particles on footwear. Separation and study of these
fractions can help in the investigation of fundamental aspects of particle adhesion,
retention and loss on contact surfaces. Loosely held particles were removed by walking
on paper, moderately held particles were removed by electrostatic lifting, and the most
tightly held particles were removed by moist swabbing. Clear divisions among these
fractions were achieved by repeating each sampling step (walking or electrostatic lifting)
until virtually no additional particles were collected by that method. Twelve walking
steps on butcher paper were found to be sufficient to remove the most loosely held
particles and six subsequent steps on an electrostatic lifter were found to be sufficient
to remove moderately held particles. Particles from each of these fractions were
collected using a moistened swab (applied to the butcher paper and electrostatic lifting
film, respectively).
Keywords: Differential Sampling, Footwear, Contact Surfaces, Particles
INTRODUCTION
Research focused on the persistence of trace evidence generally,[1-5] and on footwear
specifically,[6,7] strongly supports the hypothesis that, after transfer to an item, some

particles are tightly held (and retained longer), while others are loosely held (and more

rapidly lost). There is a “trend of two/three stage decay…, with subsequently less rapid
loss…, followed by a period of much lower decay.”[8] To better study possible

differences among populations of loosely, moderately and tightly held particles, we

needed to develop methods for differential sampling of the contact surfaces of footwear.
Staged, alternative sampling methods are often employed in trace evidence analysis.[912] One purpose is to employ an initial method (such as picking individual fibers or
paint chips) to collect loosely held traces as they are recognized, and that might

1

Stoney Forensic, Inc., 14101-G Willard Road, Chantilly, VA 20151
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otherwise be lost or redistributed as the examination proceeds. Another purpose is to

preserve and document the location from which trace evidence was recovered (as in the
regional taping of clothing in the recovery of fibers). Again, different methods may be

used for alternative particle types (such as taping for fibers, followed by vacuuming to
recover fine particles, or washing to recover pollen). However, there has not been a
protocol for differential sampling and recovery of trace evidence with the express

intention to fractionate loosely and tightly held particles, so that these populations can
be compared and contrasted.

This paper presents methods and parameters for an effective differential sampling of

the contact surfaces of footwear, separating loosely, moderately and tightly held
particles.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Three methods were used for sampling. The more loosely adhering particles were

removed by walking with firm steps on butcher paper (92 kg individual, shoe size US

mens10.5). The number of steps was increased while monitoring the paper surface with
oblique lighting to determine when further steps yielded no perceptible additional

particles. Particles were removed from the paper by (1) folding the paper and tapping

loose particles into the fold, (2) collection of particles within the fold by moist swabbing,

and (3) moist swabbing of any footwear impressions visible using oblique lighting.
Swabbing was conducted using 3% ethanol in distilled water. Beginning with

approximately 1 mL solution in a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube, paddle-shaped polyester

clean room swabs (Absorbond Cleanroom Polyester Swab #TX782) were moistened, used
to swab the paper surface and washed/pressed onto the side of the microcentrifuge
tube. Additional solution was added as needed. (See Figure 1.)

Moderately adhering particles were removed using an electrostatic lifter (Sirche

Electrostatic Dust Print Lifter Kit ESP900). Electrostatic lifting was conducted using a

reverse procedure (foil side of lifting film down) and employing a piece of foil taped to
the floor as a conductor.[13] The full voltage setting was used and particles were

removed by smooth full steps onto the charged foil (92 kg individual, shoe size US
mens10.5). The number of steps was increased while monitoring the reflective

electrostatic film surface with oblique lighting to determine when further steps yielded

no perceptible additional particles. Particles were removed from the electrostatic film by
moist swabbing using 3% ethanol in distilled water, as described above for the paper.
(See Figure 2.)
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Figure 1: Removal of the most loosely held particles by walking on paper.

Figure 2: Removal of moderately held particles using an electrostatic lifter.
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Direct moist swabbing of the contact surfaces of the footwear soles was conducted to
remove and collect the most tightly held particles (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Removal of the most tightly held particles by direct swabbing of contact
surfaces of the sole.

Each of the three sampling methods resulted in particle suspensions in 3% ethanol

within 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes. Additional ethanol was added to the suspensions
to inhibit the formation of mold.

The differential sampling methods were applied to two types of footwear: athletic shoes
with flexible rubber soles (Kirkland SignatureTM Men’s Athletic Shoes) and work boots

with hard rubber soles (Grabbers Black Steel Toe EH Non-Slip Work Boots). Three pairs

of each type of footwear were used, exposing one pair of each type to each of three
different dry, dusty environments by walking a distance of 250 m along a route,

achieved by ten transects of 25 m (five round trips).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For both types of footwear and each of the three environments tested, twelve firm,

smooth walking steps (92 kg individual, shoe size US mens 10.5) were found to be

sufficient to remove the most loosely held particles, as further steps recovered no
perceptible additional particles.

Likewise, for both types of footwear and each of the three environments tested six

smooth steps (92 kg individual, shoe size US mens 10.5) were found to be sufficient to
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remove the moderately held particles, as further steps recovered no perceptible
additional particles.

Whereas these specific numbers of steps were found to be sufficient within the

described experimental parameters, they cannot necessarily be extended to other types
of footwear, other pressures (as a result of varying the weight of the individual or the
contact area), or to other environments and exposure conditions. However, the

sufficiency of any number of steps is easily monitored by inspecting the paper or

electrostatic film surface for adhering particles, which are easily visible with oblique
lighting.

The process of moist swabbing was applied as a collection step in each of the sampling
methods and cannot be considered as strictly non-destructive: water soluble particles

can be lost entirely, altered or formed by crystallization upon drying. Dry swabbing

could be employed as an alternative or as a part of a modified method to test for such
particles. A swabbing step would also disrupt any physical structure of accumulated

deposits (such as layered clumps). Direct removal by picking clumps off of the outsole

would be the preferred method to preserve any potential structure within these
deposits.

CONCLUSIONS
The described three-staged sampling process provides a means to separate loosely,

moderately and tightly held particles from the contact surfaces of footwear providing a

means of studying the different fractions. Comparing and contrasting the populations of

particles in these fractions is one approach to better understanding fundamental aspects
of particle adhesion and loss from these surfaces and provides one possible means of

separating particles which may have been acquired at different times and locations.
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Evaluation of Refractive Index Values for Permount®
ABSTRACT
The refractive index (RI) values of Permount® may be important depending on the
sample under examination.

The evaporation of the toluene solvent in this product

raised the refractive index of the media while thinning of this media using xylene
lowered the refractive index. The RI values of neat Permount® did not vary significantly
between lots which spanned several years and was measured as approximately 1.522.
The set/cured RI value was estimated to be approximately 1.526. The neat to set RI
difference of approximately 0.004 should not affect fiber examinations.

Dilution of

thickening Permount® in a dispenser bottle should not affect relative RI evaluations or
its use to identify generic fiber types. Dilution would significantly change the RI values
if used to extreme levels.
Keywords: Permount®, Refractive Index
INTRODUCTION
Permount® is a common mounting media for forensic trace materials to include textile

fibers and hair. Examinations may involve the comparison of the refractive index (RI) of
a textile fiber relative to the mounting media in order to classify the generic type of the

fiber or the comparison of known and questioned fibers by their relative relief to the
mounting media using a comparison microscope. The extent of the changes in RI,

brought about by evaporation or thinning, has not been uniformly or recently reported
in the literature.

The container labeling and Safety Data Sheet information obtained from Fisher

Scientific® lists Permount® as a histological mounting media consisting of 45% by

volume of a “beta-pinene polymer” (listed on container) or a mixture of polymeric

1 U.S. Army Criminal Investigations Laboratory, Defense Forensic Science Center,
Defense Forensic Science Center

Neither the Department of Defense, the Army, nor the DFSC endorses or recommends
any commercial products, processes, or services. The views and opinions of authors
expressed in this article do not necessarily state or reflect those of the U.S. government
and may not be used for advertising or product endorsement purposes.
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materials containing pinenes (detailed in the MSDS available online by Fisher) which is in
solution with 55% by volume of toluene. Since Permount® is a solvent born mounting

media, dilution or thinning often needs to be performed due to the evaporation of the
solvent from the mounting media over time while stored in a dispensing bottle.

No RI values are listed or referenced by the manufacturer on the container label or in its
MSDS. Changes in the RI of this media would be expected to occur upon drying or

dilution due to the volatile solvent base of toluene used in the product. Therefore, it

seems pertinent to determine, or confirm, accurate RI values of neat Permount® and the

changes upon evaporation or dilution.
LITERATURE SEARCH

Four references listing RI values of Permount® were found. One reference [1] lists the RI
value to be 1.518-1.521 at 20° C. It is assumed that this refers to neat media from the
bottle. Reference [2] refers to dried Permount® as having a RI range of 1.524 to 1.526

based on studies of various batches. One reference listed the RI of neat Permount® as
1.520 [3]. None of these references discuss the effects of dilution or the change in RI
over a specific time period due to evaporation.
SAMPLES

Three samples of Permount®, each purchased from Fisher Scientific, were analyzed for

the study. The manufacturers date (Mfg. date) and the expiration dates were printed on
the bottles (see * below for bottle 3). The date received (Rec’d) is the date the bottle

came into the lab as new and the “Collection date” is the date of testing. No dilutions

occurred in the bottles prior to collection. The samples were:
Bottle 1

Mfg. date

Date Rec’d

Expiration date
Collection date

Lot 096403
12/29/09
5/21/10

Dec. 2011
1/26/12

Bottle 2

Lot 114955
11/03/11
1/23/12

Oct. 2013
1/26/12

Bottle 3

Lot 155508

11/01/15*
5/07/16

Oct. 2017
5/10/16

Note: The sample from bottle 1 was expired at the date of testing but there remained
approximately 20% of the volume of Permount in the bottle at the time of sampling.

*Bottle 3 Mfg. Date: Not listed on bottle but estimated based on the two year date

spacing for the Mfg. and expiration dates listed for bottles 1 and 2.
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TEST METHOD AND RESULTS

Refractive Index Test Method
Refractive index determinations were performed using a Leica DMLP microscope

equipped with a 590 nm filter at room temperature using traditional RI immersion

techniques (See reference [4] for additional information on glass refractive index

determinations using the Becke line test).

A series of reference glasses were used for the RI determinations (Locke Scientific,
Basingstoke, UK) and internal USACIL reference glass samples analyzed from past

casework.

Refractive index values are listed to five places but accuracy would diminish beyond four
places. Testing was performed on the same day as collection of media to reduce errors
due to evaporation.

Refractive Index

Bottle 1

Bottle 2

Lot 096403

Lot 114955

1.52130

1.52180

Bottle 3

Lot 155508
1.52155

Refractive Index Changes During Drying
The refractive index of drying samples of Permount® were made by mounting a series of

reference glasses with RI values higher than that for the neat RI value for the Permount®

from Bottle 2 on day 1. Becke line RI evaluations were recorded periodically for the next
15 days.

Day

RI

Day 1 (neat)

1.52180

Day 7

1.52410

Day 4

Day 11

Day 15

Delta RI (Δ)

1.52366

(+ 0.00186)

~ 1.526

(+ 0.00420; slightly higher than 1.52580)

~ 1.526

(+ 0.00230)

(no apparent change from Day 11)

Refractive Index Changes with Dilution
The study of changes in refractive index was performed by the addition and mixing of

ACS grade xylenes with measurement of the RI on the same day as the dilution. The nD

listed on the xylenes container was 1.4970. Therefore, the RI of neat Permount® (RI ~

1.522) would be expected to decrease with increasing (v/v) xylene dilution. If toluene

was used for dilution, the change in RI values would not be expected to be significantly
different than xylene due to the listed RI value of toluene (1.496, Fisher Scientific) and
xylene being almost the same. The RI values for diluted Permount® were determined
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using the sample from Bottle 2 and using a series of reference glasses and RI immersion

techniques as noted earlier. The results are as follows:
Sample Condition

RI

Neat Permount

1.52180

66% Neat Permount

1.51800

80% Neat Permount

1.52030

57% Neat Permount

1.51510

50% Neat Permount

1.51300

Delta RI (Δ)
(- 0.00150)

(- 0.00380)

(- 0.00670)

(- 0.00880)

CONCLUSIONS
The RI of neat Permount® appears very uniform for these three lots which span a wide

range of years. This includes Permount® that had expired from the date listed on the

bottle (see Bottle 1). This would indicate uniformity in Permount® production and that

the continued use of Permount® beyond the expiration date may be warranted. No

information was found that indicated what properties would be lost or affected by

Permount® over time or how one could measure/observe media failure. The label on

the bottle listed the possibility of the media becoming “cloudy” and, if this occurs, to

add toluene or xylene to clarify the material.

The observed data supports that dilution of Permount®, if not extreme, does not

significantly alter the refractive index of the media and, therefore, does not have a
deleterious effect on its use in performing Becke line tests for generic fiber type

determinations/evaluations. A dilution of neat Permount® would not be an expected

normal practice; however, the reconstitution of thickened Permount in a dispenser bottle

would be expected. Based on the dilution study, RI values from reconstitution would not

be expected to vary greatly from the original neat value (assuming the xylene

addition/mixing was visually performed to approximate the neat viscosity). Even if neat

Permount® is thinned to 80%, the RI remains at approximately 1.52. Even the difference
between 80% diluted neat Permount® and the “dried” value (approximately 0.0055),

would not be a critical difference when used for generic fiber identifications. However,

the refractive index difference could be problematic when performing fiber comparisons

and evaluating the relative RI of fibers to the Permount® for mounted slides which had
“dried” or cured for several days compared with freshly made slides.
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Evaluation of Duct Tape Physical Characteristics: Part I –
Within-Roll Variability *

ABSTRACT
Fifty-five rolls of duct tape, including tape from the four major tape manufacturing
companies in North America [Berry Plastic Corporation, Shurtape, 3M, and Intertape
Polymer Group (IPG)], were sampled at ten equally-spaced distances down the length of
each roll. The 550 samples were randomly numbered to remove examiner bias and the
following physical characteristics were measured and/or recorded: backing color,
backing texture, adhesive color, total tape thickness, backing-only thickness, tape
width, scrim pattern, scrim count, warp yarn offsets, number of backing layers, and
backing layer structure. The variation of physical characteristics within a single roll was
evaluated and tolerance levels were determined using Microsoft’s Excel Software. The
following tolerances are recommended based on their ability to include at least 95% /
99% of within-roll samples, respectively: total thickness ± 8% / 11%, width ± 0.09mm /
0.13 mm, scrim count ± 1 / 1, backing-only thickness ± 15% / 23%, and warp yarn
offset ± 0.49 mm / 0.57 mm. Caution should be taken when comparing warp yarn
offset values in questioned and known samples, as a high within-roll variation was seen.
R Statistical Software was used to determine if any relationships exist between
quantitative

and non-quantitative

physical

characteristics; however,

most

non-

quantitative physical characteristics did not have enough representation to evaluate
these relationships. A statistically significant relationship was found between backing
texture and backing-only thickness variations. When considered separately, to include

1

Corresponding Author: Texas DPS Crime Laboratory, 5800 Guadalupe Street, Austin,

TX 78752
2

Virginia Department of Forensic Science, 700 North Fifth Street, Richmond, VA 23219
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at least 95% / 99% of within-roll samples respectively, the tolerance for backing-only
thickness is ± 18% / 26% for smooth backings and ± 7% / 11% for dimpled backings.
Keywords: forensic science, trace evidence, duct tape, within-roll variability, physical
characteristics
INTRODUCTION
When comparing duct tape samples in the forensic laboratory, examiners perform a
battery of tests to determine the physical and chemical characteristics of the tape
samples. Assessing physical characteristics is the first step in the tape comparison
process which includes both macroscopic and stereomicroscopic observations such as
color, thickness, width, and fabric reinforcement (a.k.a. scrim) construction [1]. These
physical characteristics are easily observed and require little sample manipulation.
Yet in 2012, seven out of 49 respondents (roughly 14%) falsely eliminated either one or
two questioned tape samples from the known tape sample provided in Forensic Testing
Services’ annual tape proficiency test. This test included three duct tape samples torn
from the same roll. False eliminations were based on reported differences in physical
characteristics such as warp yarn offset, width, scrim count, and scrim pattern [2].
At that time, the Scientific Working Group for Materials Analysis (SWGMAT) Guideline for

Assessing Physical Characteristics in Forensic Tape Examinations stated “the analyst
must decide what is within an acceptable tolerance” when determining if physical
characteristics are consistent between questioned and known duct tape samples [3]. No
values were provided in terms of expected or acceptable within-roll variability.
The 2013 revision of that SWGMAT document provided further guidance adding “[w]hen
available, within-roll variances are best derived from a known roll submitted.” Two
alternative options were supplied as well. One alternative suggested assessing similar
products to “gain insight into expected variances.” The other alternative was to rely on
approximate tolerances provided by duct tape industry representatives [4]. As cited by
Mehltretter and Bradley, industry tolerances were reported for thickness (± 10%), width
(± 1.0 mm), and scrim count (± 1) [5]. These were the first numerical guidelines
provided, however, there were no research studies or published data to support these
values. These tolerances, while helpful, were provided for only three of the roughly five
numerical physical characteristics typically examined. Furthermore, given that “physical
characteristics of a tape may change after removal from the original roll” [3, 4],
manufacturer provided tolerances may not be what is seen in casework samples.
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The 2013 and 2014 tape proficiency tests did not include duct tape [6, 7], though three
of the six respondents which incorrectly eliminated electrical tape samples in 2013 cited
some physical characteristic differences [6]. In 2015, three out of 48 respondents
(roughly 6%) falsely associated two tape samples which originated from the same
manufacturer, but were actually different duct tape products [8]. Over half of those
respondents who got the right answer used color and chemical composition of the
adhesives to differentiate the two tapes, though other physical properties were cited in
smaller percentages (e.g., tape thickness 25%, tape width 20.8%, physical scrim
characteristics 10.4%, and warp yarn offset 4.2%) [8]. In the 2016 tape proficiency test,
53 out of 54 respondents reported a correct association of two compared duct tapes
with only one respondent reporting an inconclusive result due to chemical heterogeneity
[9].
Forensic duct tape examinations include both physical construction and chemical
composition comparisons. Research has shown variation in physical and chemical
properties between duct tape products, manufacturers, and batches [5, 10, 11].
Although research has shown there are no significant within-roll variations in chemical
composition, data which evaluates the variation of physical characteristics within a
single roll is limited [11]. Within-roll variability is expected in physical characteristics
but no research is available which addresses the extent of variability looking across a
large number of tape rolls. Therefore, within-roll variation of duct tape physical
characteristics was the sole focus of this research. Variation was not expected in all of
the physical characteristics described, however, they were noted to determine if any
relationships exist between the measurement variations and non-quantitative
characteristics.
The physical characteristics measured and observed included those which were used for
exclusion in the 2012 proficiency, as well as others commonly used for the analysis of
duct tapes [4]. These were examined down the length of a single roll to determine to
what degree they vary. Relationships between quantitative and non-quantitative
characteristics were investigated to determine if any tolerances were affected by nonquantitative characteristic groupings.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Duct Tape Collection
An attempt was made to acquire a wide variety of duct tape brands of varying
qualities/grades from major retail stores including Home Depot, Lowe’s, and Walmart;
however, only limited brands were available. Further samples were sought to encompass
the four major tape manufacturing companies in North America—1) Berry Plastics
Corporation, 2) Shurtape, 3) 3M, and 4) Intertape Polymer Group (IPG) [12]. Each of these
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manufacturing companies produces multiple brands of duct tape. For example, Berry
Plastics Corporation manufactures Polyken and Nashua [2013 June 4 telephone
conversation with Griffith K, Johnson of Berry Plastics Corporation] while Shurtape
manufactures Shurtape, Ace, and Duck [12]. These brands are further divided into
different qualities/grades such as utility, all-purpose, and industrial. As all of these
manufacturers were not located in local retail stores, individual manufacturing
companies were contacted and asked for assistance in acquiring products. All duct tape
rolls acquired were new or had limited previous use. Furthermore, all duct tape rolls
were of a nominal 48 mm width with a single-colored backing. Restricting the nominal
width and backing color was expected to reduce the examiner bias during the analysis
as it could not be determined which samples came from the same duct tape roll. A total
of 55 rolls of duct tape were analyzed. The manufacturer, brand, and quality/grade of
the 55 rolls of duct tape collected for this study are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Duct tape roll manufacturer, brand, and quality/grade with corresponding roll number

Roll
Number
1
2
3
4

Manufacturer

Brand

Quality/Grade

3M
3M
3M
3M

Tartan
Scotch
Scotch
3M

Utility- Bundling and Holding
Basic-Bundling, Patch, Protect & Repair
Repair, Decorate, Color Code
All-Purpose- Repairs In & Around the House

5
6
7
8
9
10

Berry
3M
3M
3M
3M
3M

Gorilla
3M
3M
3M
Scotch
Scotch

Incredibly Strong
TOUGH- Outdoor Tough
TOUGH- Contractor
TOUGH- No Residue
TOUGH- Extreme Hold
TOUGH- Pro Strength

11
12
13
14
15
16

3M
Shurtape
Shurtape
IPG
Shurtape
Shurtape

Scotch
Shurtape
DUCT
IPG
T-REX
Shurtape

TOUGH- Outdoor Painter's Clean Removal
All-Purpose
#635 (AC 35)
All Weather- Super Tough
#590

17
18
19
20
21
22

Shurtape
IPG
Shurtape
IPG
Shurtape
Shurtape

Shurtape
IPG
Shurtape
IPG
DUCK
DUCK

Color coding & repairs, #521
#620
Contractor, #575
#617
Industrial, #721
Ultimate- strongest, stickiest, most durable, #741

23
24

Shurtape
Shurtape

Shurtape
Shurtape

Industrial Grade, #618
-
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25
26

Shurtape
IPG

MILSPEC
IPG

#629

27
28
29
30
31
32

Shurtape
Berry
IPG
IPG
IPG
IPG

DUCK
Tyco
IPG
IPG
IPG
IPG

Standard
#636 (J3020714)
#615 (AC 15)
#630
#615 (J3280632)

33
34
35
36
37
38

IPG
3M
IPG

IPG
DUCT TAPE
Tartan
DUCT TAPE
Seal-it
RUST-OLEUM

#607
Tape-All (Made in USA)
Utility Duct Tape, #955
(Made in China)
General Purpose (Made in China)
General Purpose (Automotive Ductape)

39
40
41
42
43
44

Shurtape
Shurtape
Berry
Berry
Berry
Berry

DUCK
DUCK
Nashua
Nashua
Nashua
Nashua

Basic Strength (Made in China)
Basic Strength (Made in U.S.A.)
307 Utility Grade
308 Utility Grade
2280 Multi-Purpose
300

45
46
47
48
49
50

Berry
Berry
Berry
IPG
IPG

Nashua
Polyken
Polyken
Stanley
TALON
IPG

398
203 Multi-Purpose
223
#606
Black

51
52
53
54
55

IPG
Shurtape
Shurtape
Shurtape
Shurtape

IPG
Shurtape
Shurtape
Duck
Duck

White
PE 609 Silver
PE 460 BULK
PE 595 Silver
PE 455 Silver

Berry = Berry Plastics Corporation; IPG = Intertape Polymer Group

Sample Preparation
The first 25 mm (~ 1 inch) of all new duct tape rolls was removed to simulate those that
have been previously used. A total of ten samples were taken from the remaining length
of each duct tape roll. The samples were 2.5 inches in length and evenly dispersed. In a
few instances, circumstances prevented the collection of a sample at the appropriate
distance, such as the tape folding onto itself during the unrolling process. In these
instances, samples were collected as close as possible to the intended area.
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Equation 1 shows the calculation performed to determine the spacing between samples.
The first and last 25.4 mm (1 inch) as well as 10 times the length of each sample [63.5
mm (~2.5 inches)] were subtracted from the total length of the duct tape roll, which was
taken from the manufacturer’s label. This was then divided by 9 to determine the
spacing between each of the 10 samples. Duct tape rolls that had been previously used
only had the last 25.4 mm (1 inch) subtracted from the total length of the duct tape roll.
Distance Between Samples =

Length-(2x25.4 mm)-(10x63.5 mm)
9

Equation 1.

Previously used duct tape rolls or those that did not come with a manufacturer stated
length were unrolled and measured to determine the overall length before sampling
began. Samples were cut from the roll using a Bard-Parker® RIB-BACK® Carbon steel
(no. 60) blade. Cut samples were placed onto a portion of a transparency film and
numbered. Sample A was the first sample when unrolling a roll, whereas sample K was
closest to the core. The letter “I” was not used to eliminate confusion with the number
one. In addition, one edge of the duct tape sample was marked on the transparency film
in relation to the machine direction for warp yarn offset orientation purposes. The 550
samples were re-assigned a random number by an impartial individual who removed the
originally assigned number. The random numbers were generated using a number
generating function in Microsoft Excel. This was done to avoid bias during measuring or
recording of physical characteristics. The duct tape segments left behind were re-rolled
onto a cardboard tube for storage.

Physical Characterization
The backing color, backing texture, and adhesive color were recorded for each sample.
See Table 2 for the designations used. Subtle differences in backing sheen/luster or
dimple arrangement were not accounted for. Early attempts were made to describe
dimple shape due to claims that tape manufacturers could be recognized based on this
feature [12], but those attempts were quickly abandoned due to the subjective nature,
the tendency for inconsistencies, and the variability in shape within a sample. The
adhesive color categories were based on the descriptors used in Smith 1998 [10] with
some customizations. Other examiners may disagree with the color assignments used,
however, consistency in application by a sole examiner was considered more important
than color labels.
Next, the width of each sample was measured using a calibrated Mitutoyo Digital
Caliper. Each sample was measured on the transparency film over a Shandon Scientific
light box. The back lighting allowed for more accurate assessment of the caliper and
tape edges. Three width measurements were taken per sample.
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Table 2: Classification designations used for three characteristics

Physical Characteristic
Backing Color
Backing Texture
Adhesive Color

Classifications
White, Gray, Dark Gray, or Black
Smooth or Dimpled
Clear, Off-white, Light Gray, Gray, Dull Yellow, Brown,
or Light Blue-green

The total tape thickness of each sample was also measured using the Mitutoyo Digital
Caliper. The total tape thickness of duct tape is the combined thickness of the backing,
scrim, and adhesive. A portion of the sample was pulled off of the transparency and
three thickness measurements were taken per sample, from three adjacent sides. The
total tape thickness was recorded after the width measurements to avoid distortion in
the sample width caused by removal from the transparency. Furthermore, some samples
required the total tape thickness be measured on the transparency, and the thickness of
the transparency be subtracted to obtain the measurements, due to a large portion of
the adhesive remaining on the transparency during sample removal.
The warp yarn offset was measured on both edges of the duct tape samples using the
Mitutoyo Digital Caliper under an Olympus SZ-11 stereomicroscope (9x magnification).
Warp yarn offset is the distance between the tape edge and the nearest scrim warp yarn
(a.k.a. machine yarn or the nearest lengthwise yarn). Variation in this measurement may
arise due to the scrim’s flexible nature or if the scrim is at an angle during the
manufacturing process. The entire length of each sample edge was viewed, and the
measurement was taken from the region where the smallest warp yarn offset was
observed. Some samples required limited adhesive removal with xylenes (Mallinckrodt,
lot # 8671 KBMB) to visualize the scrim to obtain the measurement.
Based on literature recommendations, xylenes (xylene isomers plus ethylbenzene),
toluene, and hexane were compared on extraneous duct tape pieces to see which was
optimal for adhesive removal [3, 10]. The solvent requiring the least sample agitation
and quick solvent removal was sought. Xylenes was selected because: (1) xylenes
removed the adhesive as well as toluene, (2) unlike toluene, xylene was listed in
SWGMAT’s Guideline for Assessing Physical Characteristics document [3] , and (3) unlike
hexane, xylenes did not require sonication [13].
Next, the scrim pattern and scrim count were recorded for each sample using an
Olympus SZ-11 stereomicroscope (9x magnification). The scrim pattern describes how
the scrim was constructed. The structure of the scrim pattern along with the
composition of the fibers influences the effort necessary to hand-tear the tape [13].
Scrim count is the number of yarns per inch in each of the opposing directions [13].
Approximately three quarters of each sample was removed from the transparency with a
Bard-Parker® RIB-BACK® Carbon steel (no. 60) blade. The majority of the samples
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required adhesive removal to view the scrim pattern. This was accomplished by dabbing
with KimWipes® using xylenes. The overall scrim pattern was recorded as well as the
appearance of the machine and fill fibers/yarns (textured, twist direction, filaments,
etc.). The scrim count was determined by placing a VWR Scientific Products 6” ruler over
each sample to measure the number of machine yarns in one inch and the number of fill
yarns in one inch.
The sample portion cut from the transparency was then placed in a beaker of xylenes for
full adhesive removal. The samples were removed from the beaker and allowed to fully
dry. The thickness of the backing alone was measured with a Mitutoyo Digital Caliper.
Three backing-only thickness measurements were taken per sample, from three
adjacent sides. From the portion of backing where the adhesive was removed, crosssections of the tape backing were cut manually using a no. 11 scalpel blade and aerosol
duster propellant (Dust-Off®) to temporarily freeze the sample. Cross-sections were
viewed using a Leica CFM2 compound microscope (100x and 200x) and the number of
backing layers present and the relative layer structure (e.g., inclusion density, relative
layer thicknesses, layer color) were described.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Quality Check
A qualified tape examiner (i.e., examiner 1) was asked to record the backing color,
backing texture, adhesive color, total tape thickness, tape width, and backing-only
thickness of 20 randomly chosen samples. Comparing these values to the primary
researcher’s values served as a quality check. No inconsistencies were found between
the researcher and the qualified tape examiner. The physical characteristics of scrim
count, scrim pattern, and warp yarn offsets could not be recorded by the qualified tape
examiner, as the remainder of the original sample was less than a one inch by one inch
section.
In the interest of time, a second qualified tape examiner (i.e., examiner 2) assisted the
primary researcher with tape backing cross-sectioning. Forty samples were cut by both
the researcher and examiner to serve as quality checks. Once again, in order to
minimize bias, a qualified tape examiner (i.e., examiner 1) unfamiliar with the samples
cut cross-sections of 20 samples. Discrepancies were anticipated due to the
inexperience of the primary researcher in both cutting of difficult flexible tape backings
as well as recognizing layers microscopically. Two discrepancies were found in the
quality check samples. Discrepancies were re-checked by both the researcher and a
qualified tape examiner (i.e., examiner 2) together and resolved by reaching a
consensus which was consistent with the expected result.
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Preliminary Data Review
Following all data collection and revelation of sample/roll identities, inconsistencies
were found, for example, where one or two samples within a roll had a large deviation
from the other roll’s samples. It was unknown whether these inconsistencies were true
variation or merely typographical errors. Therefore, for each roll, the mean and standard
deviation of all measured characteristics were calculated. For example, with 10 samples
per roll and three measurement repetitions per sample, there would be 30
measurements for one roll for a single characteristic from which the mean was
calculated. All individual sample measurements falling outside of the mean ± 2 times
the standard deviation (2σ) were flagged. Therefore, from the previous example, if any
of the 30 measurements fell outside of the mean +/- 2σ, it was flagged. The number of
measurements falling outside of the mean ± 3σ was also determined, however, this led
to a substantial decrease in the amount of samples flagged. Therefore, a more
conservative approach using ± 2σ was utilized.
A total of 126 samples out of 550 were flagged when checking total tape thickness,
backing-only thickness, and tape width. All three physical characteristics were remeasured to prevent the primary researcher, in the absence of the previous data, from
knowing which characteristic was flagged. The sample remaining on the transparency
sheet and the backing sample with adhesive removed were used to re-check
measurements. The re-measured values were compared to the original measurements.
If one of the three original replicate values was determined to be a typographical error,
it was deleted. If all three of the replicate values were determined to be typographical
errors, all three of the values were replaced with the re-measured values. Preference
was given to the originally collected data when possible. A total of nine samples, 17
measurements, were found to have extreme typographical errors (see Table 3). All of
these extreme typographical errors occurred in the first or second decimal places. The
percent of samples with extreme typographical error for thickness, width, and backingonly thickness was calculated to be 0.34% [(17 measurements with typographical
errors/4950 total measurements)*100%]. No typographical errors were found in
backing-only thickness measurements.
A total of nine samples were flagged when checking warp yarn offsets. Using the sample
that remained on the transparency sheet, both edges (top and bottom) warp yarn offset
values were re-checked to prevent bias as to which measurement was of concern. If the
original and re-checked values were inconsistent, the original value was deleted.
Variation could not be properly rechecked because the majority of the original sample
had since had the scrim removed. Deletion, rather than replacement, was chosen as the
recourse for warp yarn offset typographical errors due to the inability to recheck with
the original sample and to be consistent with the treatment of single-value
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inconsistencies found in the width and thicknesses. A total of five samples or
measurements were found to have extreme typographical errors (see Table 4). The
deletion of these measurements left nine values along the length of these five duct tape
rolls for variation analysis. The percent of samples with extreme typographical error for
warp yarn offsets was calculated to be 0.45% [(5 measurements with typographical
errors/1100 total warp yarn offset measurements)*100%].
Table 3: Samples with extreme typographical errors for width and total tape thickness. Values in
red are original recorded measurements found to be extreme typographical errors, and were
deleted.

Assigned
Random
Number
293

Roll/Sample
Number

Physical
Characteristic

55K

Width

327

09A

Width

385

39A

Width

386

25J

Total tape thickness

392

29J

Total tape thickness

471
501

11C
08J

Total tape thickness
Total tape thickness

567

22G

Total tape thickness

592

04D

Total tape thickness

Measurement Number (inches)
1

2

3

1.9220
1.8845
(1.8750)
1.8525
0.0120
(0.0025)
0.0095
(0.0010)
0.0090
0.0011
0.0155
(0.0055)
0.0077*

1.9220
1.8840
(1.8760)
1.8630
0.0130
(0.0030)
0.0095
(0.0010)
0.0085
0.0105
0.0155
(0.0055)
0.0070

1.2300
1.8835
(1.8760)
1.8625
0.0125
(0.0030)
0.0095
(0.0010)
0.0950
0.0105
0.0155
(0.0055)
0.0075

*typographical error known as caliper measurements only end in a 0 or 5
Table 4: Samples with extreme typographical errors for top and bottom warp yarn offsets

Assigned
Random
Number
18
115
116
327
458

Roll/Sample
Number

Physical
Characteristic

17A

Warp Yarn Offset-Bottom

Initial
Measurement
(inches)
0.1450

19H
12H
09A
55B

Warp Yarn Offset-Bottom
Warp Yarn Offset-Top
Warp Yarn Offset-Bottom
Warp Yarn Offset-Top

0.0365
0.0370
0.0045
0.0435

Re-Measurement
(inches)
0.0130
0
0
0
0

Inconsistencies were anticipated in the number of backing layers within a roll, and
therefore, were handled a little differently. All discrepancies found in the number of
backing layers, 33 in total, were flagged and rechecked by both the researcher and a
qualified tape examiner together.
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With the large number of recorded measurements, data was recorded directly into a
Microsoft Excel worksheet. This electronic-only approach is not recommended for future
research purposes, as there is a risk for typographical errors. Electronic-only entry may
be a concern for laboratories with paperless Laboratory Information Management
Systems (LIMS), however, typical casework does not include such an extensive amount of
samples. To minimize typographical errors, numbers should be double-checked if
entered electronically.

Non-Quantitative Physical Characteristic Within-Roll Variation
As anticipated, the backing color and backing texture did not show variation along the
length of each duct tape roll. Similarly, no variation was found in the number of backing
layers or backing layer structure along the length of a roll. Though the number of
backing layers is quantitative in nature, no tolerances are appropriate given the lack of
variation.
Differences in adhesive color, however, were seen along the length of five rolls. Roll
numbers 12, 16, 19, 23, and 24 were found to have one or more samples which varied
in adhesive color (see Figure 1). Roll 16’s adhesive varied from light gray to off-white,
whereas rolls 12, 19, 23, and 24 varied between light gray and dull yellow. For four of
the five rolls, a side-by-side comparison of the roll’s 10 samples confirmed slight
differences between adhesive colors. In the remaining roll, number 16, the side-by-side
comparison of the roll’s 10 samples revealed the adhesive color did not vary, but the
color assignment did. This may have been caused by a lack of safeguards to prevent
examiner eye fatigue which can alter the examiner’s color perception when viewing a
high number of samples consecutively [14]. Examiner eye fatigue is usually not a
concern in forensic casework due to a lower number of samples needing assessment. As
slight adhesive color differences were verified in four rolls, differences found in
casework samples may be caused by contact with materials, exposure to environmental
conditions, or due to within-roll adhesive color variation. Therefore, caution should be
exercised when disassociating duct tape samples due to slight adhesive color
differences.
Common scrim patterns of plain weave and weft insertion were observed along with two
scrim patterns that were previously unfamiliar. One pattern, present in three IPG tape
rolls, exhibited chain-stitched machine yarns which would intermittently crisscross with
neighboring yarns (see Figure 2). The other pattern, found in two IPG tape rolls,
exhibited neighboring textured fill filaments which appeared unequally sized and out of
place (see Figure 3). Upon contacting IPG, they identified Milliken as the scrim
manufacturer for each of the unfamiliar scrim patterns. A Milliken representative
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identified the scrim patterns in language the tape industry uses. The crisscross pattern
occurs when a series of chain stitches are followed by a tricot stich, where yarns shift
over at a preset pattern. The tricot scrim pattern, as of 2014, was manufactured in only
one configuration. The other new scrim pattern is known to the industry as paired picks.
The Milliken representative reported paired picks as being unintentional and due to
tension. It is a “common phenomenon [referred] to as ‘railroading’, meaning the weft
ends pull together so that the fabric actually appears to have railroad tracks in it” [2013
July 30 email conversation with David Martin, Milliken Representative].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Side-by-side adhesive color comparison of within-roll samples recorded as having
differences in adhesive color. (a) For Rolls 12, 19, and 24, marked samples were classified as
having dull yellow adhesive while all others were classified as light gray. (b) For Roll 16, the
marked sample was classified as having light gray adhesive while all others were classified as offwhite. The difference in adhesive color classification for Roll 16 was not confirmed when the
samples were viewed side-by-side. (c) For Roll 23, marked samples were classified as having light
gray adhesive while all others were classified as dull yellow.
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Figure 2: Tricot scrim pattern in IPG duct tape rolls 32, 33, & 38. (machine = , fill = ).

Figure 3: Paired picks scrim pattern IPG duct tape rolls 29 and 31. (machine = , fill = ).

Within-roll variation in the scrim pattern was not expected, but was recorded for one
duct tape roll, number 38. Upon further examination, this roll did not have a change in
scrim pattern along the length of the roll, but rather the scrim pattern was not
recognized. Roll number 38 exhibited the crisscrossed scrim pattern (chain and tricot
stitches), however, some of the samples were misidentified as weft insertion scrim
pattern (solely chain stitched machine yarns). This was most likely due to the distance
between tricot stitches. The length of the tricot stitch was measured to be
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approximately 11 mm or ½ inch. The end of one tricot stitch to the beginning of the
next tricot stitch was measured to be approximately 30 mm or 1.18 inches. Therefore, it
was possible to clear adhesive from a one inch by one inch area on the sample and only
observe chain stitches.
Although the paired picks scrim pattern is created unintentionally, it is important to
note that this pattern stayed consistent for the length of the three IPG duct tape rolls.
The tricot scrim pattern was also consistent along the roll; however, it is more likely for
the tricot stitch to be missed. One way to prevent misidentification is to clear adhesive
from an area larger than one inch by one inch to ensure the exposure of a tricot stitch. If
this type of scrim pattern is unrecognized by the examiner, it may lead to a false
elimination between questioned and known duct tape samples.

Quantitative Physical Characteristic Tolerance Levels
Microsoft® Excel was used to evaluate tolerance levels for the expected within-roll
variation in duct tape rolls. Trial tolerance values were added to and subtracted from the
quantitative physical characteristic measurements, for each of the 10 samples within a
roll. The sample values from within a single roll would then be evaluated for range
overlap. The trial tolerance level would be decreased or increased accordingly until a
tolerance level was found that would include at least 95% of within-roll samples.
Tolerances were also calculated for inclusion of at least 99% of within-roll samples3. The
variation of each quantitative physical characteristic within a single roll was evaluated
and tolerance levels were determined. A percentage tolerance for total tape thickness
and backing-only thickness was determined while a whole number value tolerance was
determined for width, scrim count, and warp yarn offset. This format was consistent
with the format of the industry representative values for comparison purposes. See
Table 5 for comparison between the recommended tolerances supported by this
research versus the industry tolerances.
The minimum and maximum tolerances possible were also determined for the
quantitative physical characteristics. Table 6 shows the minimum and maximum
tolerance levels that correspond to the duct tape rolls with the least and most amount of
within-roll variation, respectively. Duct tape rolls requiring the maximum tolerance

3

With 55 rolls and 10 samples per roll, there were 2475 within-roll comparisons. The

number of comparison pairs per roll

=

𝑛(𝑛−1)
2

, where n = the number of samples [15].

Therefore, per roll there were 10x9/2 = 45 comparison pairs x 55 rolls = 2475 total
comparison pairs. The number of comparison pairs would be less if values were deleted
due to typographical errors. Tolerance levels were sought that included at least 95% or
99% of the total number of comparison pairs.
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levels to encompass 95% and 99% of within-roll samples for the physical characteristics
included a mixture of lower and higher quality tapes and were not specific to a
particular manufacturer. For the rolls which exhibited the least amount of variation, the
same tolerance which would include 95% of samples within-roll would also include 99%
of samples. Additionally, large variation in one physical characteristic did not equate to
that roll having large variations in other physical characteristics.
Table 5: Tolerances recommended to include an average of 95% or 99% of within-roll samples
supported by this research versus industry tolerances

This Research
95%
99%
± 8%
± 11%

Physical Characteristic
Total thickness
Width
Scrim count
Backing-only thickness
Warp yarn offset

± 0.09 mm
±1
± 15%
± 0.49 mm

Industry Tolerances [4]
± 10%

± 0.13 mm
±1
± 23%
± 0.57 mm

± 1.0 mm
±1
-

Table 6: Rolls which exhibited the most and least variation and the respective tolerance level
necessary to encompass 95% and/or 99% of within-roll samples for the physical characteristics

Physical Characteristic
Total tape thickness
Width
Scrim count
Backing-only thickness
Warp yarn offset

Minimum
Tolerance Level (±)
Roll
(including at least
Number(s)
95% and 99%)
52
2%
46
0.03 mm
in 27 of 55 rolls
0
22
1%
8, 22, and 25

0.23 mm

2
36
15
38
28

Maximum
Tolerance Level (±)
(including at least
95% / 99%)
16% / 24%
0.20 mm / 0.23 mm
2/2
31% / 39%
0.63 mm* / 0.64 mm

37

0.59 mm / 0.69 mm*

Roll
Number

* Roll 28 required a higher tolerance to include at least 95% of within-roll samples, while roll 37
required a higher tolerance to include at least 99% of within-roll samples. Therefore, the
maximum tolerance for warp yarn offset to include at least 95% of within-roll samples is ± 0.63
mm (roll 28), and the maximum tolerance for warp yarn offset to include at least 99% of withinroll samples is ± 0.69 mm (roll 37).

Due to the wide variation seen in the warp yarn offsets, it is suspected that this is not a
valuable characteristic to compare between questioned and known tape samples with
regard to eliminations. The nearest scrim yarn crossed the tape edge in 54 out of 55
rolls. The data seems to support little value to warp yarn offset tolerances, though it is
acknowledged that this characteristic will certainly be of greater value during physical fit
examinations.
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In casework, measuring the width of duct tape pieces using calipers over a light box is
generally not feasible without extensive manipulation. Measuring width of flexible tape
pieces using calipers alone is also impractical in most cases. Therefore, a tolerance for
width was sought using simulated ruler measurements. Using Microsoft® Excel, each
measured width value was rounded to the nearest ½ mm. If the decimal value was
greater than or equal to half of 0.5 mm (i.e., 0.2500 mm), the number was rounded up.
For example, 47.2567 mm was rounded to 47.5 mm. Using the simulated ruler
measurements, a ± 0.05 mm tolerance was calculated and found to include 100% of the
samples.
Cited by Mehltretter and Bradley, they list approximate guidelines for expected withinroll variability for thickness (± 10%), width (± 1.0 mm), and scrim count (± 1) [5]. In
comparison, this research has provided data that distinguishes total tape thickness and
backing-only thickness as needing separate tolerance levels, supports a lower tolerance
level for width (± 1.0 mm vs. ± 0.09 mm for 95% inclusion, ± 0.13 mm for 99%
inclusion or ± 0.5 mm for ruler measurements), and agrees only with regards to the
scrim count tolerance.

Relationships Between Physical Characteristics
R Statistical Software was used for statistical computing to determine if any relationships
exist between the quantitative and non-quantitative physical characteristics. Backing
texture was the only non-quantitative physical characteristic with enough representation
in each category to thoroughly evaluate for relationships (see Table 7). A single factor
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was performed for smooth and dimpled backing textures
against the quantitative physical characteristic measurement variations. A statistically
significant relationship was found between backing texture and backing-only thickness
(p-value = 0.001955), as seen in Table 8. Smooth backing duct tapes have a greater
within-roll variation of backing thickness than that of dimpled backing duct tapes. If
considered separately, to include at least 95% of within-roll samples, the tolerance for
backing-only thickness was found to be ± 18% for smooth backings and ± 7% for
dimpled backings. To include at least 99% of within-roll samples, the tolerance for
backing-only thickness was found to be ± 26% for smooth backings and ± 11% for
dimpled backings. No statistically significant relationships (those with a p-value ≤ 0.01)
were found between backing texture and any of the other six quantitative measurement
variations.
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Table 7: Non-quantitative physical characteristic representation

Physical
Characteristic
Backing color

Adhesive color

Backing texture
Scrim pattern

Number of Backing Layers

Categories
Black
Dark gray
Gray
White
Clear
Off-white
Light gray
Gray
Dull yellow
Brown
Light blue-green
Smooth
Dimpled

Number of Rolls
in Category
5
4
44
2
7
7
14
4
14
8
1
30
25

Plain weave
Weft insertion
Tricot
Paired Picks
1
2
3

38
12
3
2
10
18
27

Table 8: P-values yielded from the ANOVA performed to determine if differences in physical
characteristic measurement variations existed between smooth and dimpled backing textures.
Those with a p-value of less than 0.01 are considered to have a statistically significant
relationship.

Physical Characteristic
Total tape thickness
Width
Scrim Count-Machine
Scrim Count-Fill

P-value
0.5854
0.1067
0.05473
0.1019

Backing-only thickness
Warp Yarn Offset-Top
Warp Yarn Offset-Bottom

0.001955
0.4259
0.3010

The number of rolls with a single backing layer may not be considered sufficient to
thoroughly evaluate the number of backing layers for relationships with the quantitative
characteristics, but it was attempted nonetheless. A single factor ANOVA was performed
to determine if differences in measurement variations existed between 1-, 2-, and 3layered backings. No significant relationships were present, as no p-values were less
than 0.01 (see Table 9).
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Table 9: P-values yielded from the ANOVA performed to determine if differences in physical
characteristic measurement variations existed between 1-, 2-, and 3-layered backings. Those
with a p-value of less than 0.01 are considered to have a statistically significant relationship.

Physical Characteristic
Total tape thickness
Width
Scrim Count-Machine

P-value
0.5043
0.3679
0.8559

Scrim Count-Fill
Backing-only thickness
Warp Yarn Offset-Top
Warp Yarn Offset-Bottom

0.9477
0.9401
0.3740
0.5533

CONCLUSION
Eleven physical characteristics were measured and/or recorded for 550 duct tape
samples from 55 duct tape rolls. No within-roll variability was found for backing color,
backing texture, scrim pattern, number of backing layers, or backing layer structure.
Care should be taken when evaluating scrim pattern. It is advised that an area slightly
greater than one square-inch be uncovered to ensure the observation of tricot stitches,
if present. Caution is also emphasized when comparing duct tape adhesive colors as
within-roll variation was found and visually confirmed. Furthermore, the early failed
attempts to record dimple shape/arrangement suggest that this characteristic should
not be used in the comparison of question and known duct tape samples unless more
extensive research is performed.
The results suggest that warp yarn offset should not be used during tape comparisons
due to the high within-roll variability seen. Warp yarn offset is a property worth noting
during physical fit examinations only. A statistically significant relationship was found
between backing texture and backing thickness where smooth tape backings were
found to have a greater backing thickness within-roll variation than that of dimpled tape
backings. The following tolerances provide a reference for examiners as to the expected
variability down the length of a tape roll:
Average % of within-roll samples included:
Width

95%

99%

± 0.09 mm

± 0.13 mm

± 0.5 mm

± 0.5 mm

Total thickness

± 8%

± 11%

Backing-only thickness

± 15%

± 23%

* backing-only thickness, smooth backed

± 18%

± 26%

* backing-only thickness, dimple backed

± 7%

± 11%

±1

±1

* width, if using a ruler

Scrim count
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These tolerances will assist in evaluating the significance of physical property
differences found within duct tape samples. When applied to casework, if the questioned
and known measurements overlap when adding/subtracting these tolerances, physical
characteristics cannot differentiate the items and chemical composition comparison
should be completed. However, condition of casework samples should be considered
before applying the above tolerances. The intention is that the consideration of these
tolerances may prevent false eliminations or associations during the evaluation of duct
tape samples both in proficiency tests and casework. The possibility of variation in
excess of the provided tolerances, however, supports that within-roll variances are best
derived from a known submitted roll, when available. Further statistical analysis with
this dataset will allow for the determination of the discrimination ability of each physical
characteristic and for duct tape physical characterization cumulatively. This work
revealed the additional need for within-roll variability assessments for other types of
tape commonly encountered in forensic casework such as electrical tape.
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Variability of Refractive Index and Thickness of Tempered
Glass throughout an Automotive Window
ABSTRACT
In forensic glass casework, a representative known sample is not always received. The
goal of this study was to determine if one sample collected from a known window can
be representative of the entire window. Ten vehicle side windows were examined for
thickness and refractive index. No significant difference in thickness was found
throughout a window and the location from which a glass sample is collected does not
significantly alter the refractive index findings considering the expected variation within
automotive tempered glass side windows.
Keywords: Glass, Refractive index, Thickness, Tempered, Automotive window, Variation
INTRODUCTION
In 2003 a study was conducted on tempered glass from ten vehicle windows to

determine the variability of thickness and refractive index (RI) throughout a given
window. It has been recommended by SWGMAT that a known “sample should be

collected from various locations throughout the broken portion of the object in order to
be as representative as possible” (1). While this might be the ideal collection process, it

is not what is typically submitted to the laboratory. The goal of this study was to

determine if one sample collected from a known window can be representative of the
entire window.

The objectives addressed in this study were (i) the consistency of the refractive index

from top to bottom of a tempered side automotive window; (ii) the consistency of the

refractive index between the inside and outside of a tempered automotive glass window;
and (iii) the consistency of thickness from top to bottom of a tempered automotive
window.

METHODS
The vehicles selected for this study were chosen to represent different production years,
manufacturers, and models to account for possible variation (Table 1). Glass samples

were taken from the side windows of these damaged vehicles in the Cincinnati Police

Impound Lot.
1

Corresponding Author: Hamilton County Coroner’s Office, 3159 Eden Ave. Cincinnati, Ohio 45219
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Each window was divided into three sections: top, middle, and bottom. Each car window
was gently broken with a hammer to keep as many pieces of glass in the window as

possible for collection. One sample of glass was carefully loosened and removed from

each section of the window and individually wrapped in butcher paper. Each piece of

glass was marked with a red and blue permanent marker in order to distinguish between

the inside or outside surfaces of the window, respectively. The packaging was then

marked in order to document the make and model of the car, and the location from

which it was obtained.

The thirty glass fragments representing the top, middle, and bottom of the ten car

windows were examined in the laboratory for thickness and refractive index. Starrett

Calipers (checked with certified gauge blocks and accurate to .001 inches) were used to

obtain ten thickness measurements of each fragment from which a mean was calculated.
Prior to refractive index analysis by Automated Glass Refractive Index Measurement

System (GRIM2) the glass samples were gently crushed, and chunks with red and blue

surfaces, representing glass near the inside and outside of the windows, were separated

and washed with acetone to remove the colored markings. Then each chunk was

crushed for GRIM2 examination. As stated in Munger et al., “Float glass is known to have

a range of RI values across the thickness of the glass with very different values near

each surface when compared with the remaining bulk of the glass” (2). Care was not

taken in this study to ensure surface glass was not analyzed. For this reason the

variation in some samples could be greater than expected; however none of the RI

values were of the magnitude expected had float surface fragments been measured (3).

Original surfaces should be avoided in casework. Six samples were examined from each

vehicle: top, middle, and bottom of the inside of the window; and top, middle, and

bottom of the outside of the window. Ten edge count measurements were made of each
vehicle sample and the mean was calculated.
RESULTS
The numbers one through ten were arbitrarily assigned to each of the ten cars listed in
Table 1. Of the ten car windows tested, cars 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10 had a

measured variation of 0.001 inches (0.025 millimeters) or less. Car 6 had the greatest

discrepancy within a window of 0.002 inches (0.051 millimeters). A comprehensive list
of thickness measurements and refractive indices can be seen in Table 1.
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4

5

6

1.5196

2.5E-05

Top inside

1.5194

4.5E-05

Middle outside

1.5196

1.0E-05

Middle inside

1.5196

7.5E-06

Bottom outside

1.5195

4.5E-05

Bottom inside

1.5194

4.5E-05

Top outside

1.5184

3.0E-05

Top inside

1.5183

4.0E-05

Middle outside

1.5184

2.0E-05

Middle inside

1.5183

4.0E-05

Bottom outside

1.5182

2.5E-05

Bottom inside

1.5184

3.0E-05

Top outside

1.5183

2.0E-05

Top inside

1.5183

1.0E-05

Middle outside

1.5184

2.0E-05

Middle inside

1.5184

2.5E-05

Bottom outside

1.5183

3.5E-05

Bottom inside

1.5184

2.5E-05

Top outside

1.5191

2.0E-05

Top inside

1.5190

7.0E-05

Middle outside

1.5190

5.0E-05

Middle inside

1.5189

2.0E-05

Bottom outside

1.5192

3.0E-05

Bottom inside

1.5190

5.5E-05

Top outside

1.5183

4.0E-05

Top inside

1.5181

7.0E-05

Middle outside

1.5181

4.0E-05

Middle inside

1.5183

3.5E-05

Bottom outside

1.5182

3.0E-05

Bottom inside

1.5180

7.5E-05

Top outside

1.5188

3.5E-05

Top inside

1.5190

4.5E-05

Middle outside

1.5189

1.0E-05

Middle inside

1.5190

3.0E-05

Bottom outside

1.5190

5.0E-05

Bottom inside

1.5191

7.5E-05

89 Chevy Corsica

Top outside

89 GMC Vandura

3

Std. DEV.

91 Ford Taurus

2

Mean RI

88 Dodge Shadow

1

Car

75 Ford LTD

Car #

90 Buick LeSabre

Table 1: Consistency of Automobile Tempered Window Glass*

Sample Location
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RI Range

Thickness

∆ Thickness

0.155in
0.0002

0.155in

<0.001

0.155in
0.191in
0.0002

0.191in

<0.001

0.191in
0.161in
0.0001

0.161in

0.001

0.162in
0.153in
0.0003

0.153in

<0.001

0.153in
0.130in
0.0003

0.130in

<0.001

0.130in
0.225in
0.0003

0.224in
0.223in

0.002
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9

10

2000 Lincoln
85 Ford Thunderbird

8

2001 Porsche

7

Car

65 Buick Riviera

Car #

Sample Location
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Mean RI

Std. DEV.

Top outside

1.5200

6.0E-05

Top inside

1.5199

5.0E-05

Middle outside

1.5199

2.0E-05

Middle inside

1.5200

1.0E-04

Bottom outside

1.5199

1.0E-06

Bottom inside

1.5199

1.0E-05

Top outside

1.5193

3.0E-05

Top inside

tinted

glass

Middle outside

1.5192

5.0E-05

Middle inside

1.5192

4.0E-05

Bottom outside

1.5194

6.0E-05

Bottom inside

1.5193

4.0E-05

Top outside

1.5231

3.0E-05

Top inside

1.5230

4.5E-05

Middle outside

1.5231

4.5E-05

Middle inside

1.5229

1.0E-05

Bottom outside

1.5229

3.0E-05

Bottom inside

1.5229

1.5E-05

Top outside

1.5237

1.5E-05

Top inside

1.5233

4.0E-05

Middle outside

1.5237

6.0E-05

Middle inside

1.5235

2.5E-05

Bottom outside

1.5236

3.5E-05

RI Range

Thickness

∆ Thickness

0.153in
0.0001

0.153in

<0.001

0.153in
0.192in
0.0002

0.192in

<0.001

0.192in
0.155in
0.0002

0.155in

<0.001

0.155in
0.232in
0.0004

0.233in

0.001

0.232in
1.5233
2.0E-05
Bottom inside
*Note: The original GRIM2 RI data is no longer available, but GRIM2 was capable of reporting to five
decimal places. However, in this Table the mean RIs were rounded to four decimal places which does not
impact the results of this study.
Regarding the refractive indices of glass, there was generally little variation within a
particular car window. Cars 1, 2, 8, and 9 each had a range in RI of 0.0002.

Cars 3 and 7 had a range of 0.0001. Although these ranges seem rather small compared

to the published ranges observed in tempered window glass, it is probably due to the
fact that the largest RI variations in tempered glass are typically observed throughout

the thickness of the window (4, personal communication in 2016 with Timothy Bellovary
at PPG Industries). Cars 4, 5, and 6 had a range of 0.0003, while car 10 had a variance

of 0.0004. Only one of the ten cars had a refractive index range slightly greater than the
expected variation within a tempered (toughened) glass window previously reported by

Locke to be 0.00032 (5,6). However those in the glass industry report, as did Locke, that
“it is not surprising that particles from toughened glass show larger variations in RI than
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generally observed in non-toughened windows” (4, personal communication in 2016

with Timothy Bellovary at PPG Industries). (Figure 1)

RI range throughout window
0.0005

RI Range

0.0004
Car #

0.0003

Locke

0.0002

Industry

0.0001
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Car Number
Figure 1: Refractive index range throughout one whole window per car tested. The green line
shows the Locke reported expected range of RI variation in a tempered window of (+/- 0.00016)
0.00032 (5,6). The red line shows the industry’s reported expected range of RI variation in a
tempered window of 0.0005 (personal communication in 2016 with Timothy Bellovary at PPG
Industries).

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, this study has demonstrated that the location from which a glass sample is
collected does not significantly alter the refractive index findings considering the

expected variation within automotive tempered glass side windows. There also appears
to be no significant difference in thickness throughout a window. These findings are

consistent with exclusion criteria of greater than 0.006 inches (0.15mm) for float glass
(7,8). The aforementioned findings imply that a forensic investigator may retrieve a

sample of known glass from any location on an automotive side window, though an

effort should always be made to try to retrieve a sample as close as possible to the point
of impact if known. Laboratory analysts should be aware that the refractive index could
vary by a slightly wider margin than the reported average range of variation for

tempered glass of 0.00032 (5,6). Further research may be helpful to include variation of

elemental composition as well as thickness and refractive index within a source of

vehicle glass including tempered windows, windshields, and headlamps. Note that an

article was recently published on the variation of refractive index in laminated vehicle
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windshield glass that does indicate the location of sampling may be of concern in that
material (2).
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Refractive index (RI) is known to be a highly discriminatory optical property used in forensic comparative examinations of glass evidence. RI is known to vary
at different locations on a given glass object. In addition
to spatial heterogeneity, variation in RI measurements
could be observed between the external surface and the
bulk of a glass object. Considering the improvements
of modern glass manufacturing processes, this study
aimed to compare RI data from the external surfaces
of glass containers to those collected from their bulk
in order to determine if a significant difference exists.
The body areas of eight glass containers were selected
for this study. A novel methodology was developed to
isolate the external surface layer of glass fragments from
their bulk. A total of 560 measurements were carried out
using the glass refractive index measurement (GRIM)
system. The results show that differences were detected
for three out of eight containers. Data produced in this
study can be helpful to trace evidence examiners when
evaluating potential differences observed during comparative examinations or while attempting to explain
the dispersion of RI data as a consequence of a sampling
method with respect to container glass.
Keywords: forensic science, trace evidence, glass
evidence, container glass, sampling, refractive index
measurement, glass refractive index measurement
(GRIM), phase contrast microscopy (PCM), filing of
glass (FoG) method

Refractive index (RI) is a prime property of glass
that is measured in the context of forensic comparative
examinations of unknown glass fragments and reference glass from a putative source. The technique based
on the combination of a hot plate with phase contrast
microscopy has been known for several decades (1).
Glass is made primarily at the “hot end” of the factory, which is where the silicon is mixed with recycled
glass or cullet along with stabilizers. Once the materials are melted together, the glob of molten glass flows
through veins that lead to the molds where the molten
glass is pressed into formation. Once glass is made into
the desired container, it travels down the lair, a heat
chamber in which the heat gradually decreases in order
for the glass to be properly annealed. This allows every
glass container to be subjected to the same annealing
process, which aims to keep their uniformity; hence
refractive indices as similar as possible. As the glass
objects travel through the lair, a cold-end inspector will
check the annealing process by using a Laminar Stress
Measurement System to measure the excessive surface
compression that will ultimately affect the overall quality of glass during the transition from the hot end to
the cold end of the factory (2). In the mid-1970s, glass
inspectors would use slides containing cross sections of
glass with different degrees of stress to determine if the
object or mold needed to be replaced. As manufacturing
methods advanced, so did the inspection process, which

Note: Presented at Inter/Micro 2015, Chicago; the 2015 NIJ–RTI International Impression, Pattern, Trace Evidence Symposium (IPTES),
San Antonio; and the 2016 68th meeting of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences, Las Vegas.
1
790 Fletcher Drive, Suite 106, Elgin, IL 60123. 2Chemistry and Forensic Science Building, 1003 Bowers Boulevard, 221G, Box 2525,
Huntsville, TX 77341-2525. Corresponding author: Patrick Buzzini, patrick.buzzini@shsu.edu
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allowed more uniformity in the glass-making process.
Even though quality control has improved over the
years, uncontrolled variation occurs in products that
could cause differences in refractive indices among
glass objects, more specifically within each glass container. Different factors such as mold interaction and
lair transition could create subtle differences within
each glass container. Glass objects can experience variation in RI through a multitude of situations. Thermal
changes along with photoelastic constants of glass
and atomic arrangement can intervene as well (3, 4).
The cullet used during the formation of the molten glass
as a flux can contain impurities that will slightly affect
the chemical composition of a glass container (5). The
wall of the furnace can also contribute to the resulting
chemical composition of the glass products over time
(6). These subtle differences can equate to creating
a higher variance in refractive indices between the
internal portion of the object and the external surface
of the object.
As a consequence, a critical aspect to be considered
while conducting RI measurements in a forensic context is the evaluation of intra-source variation of this
property. For example, Bennett et al. (7) have shown
that RI varies at different locations of float glass panes.
However, in addition to spatial heterogeneity, previous
studies indicate that differences in RI measurements
could be observed between the external surface and
the bulk area of a glass object. Davies et al. (8) have
measured refractive indices of the bulk and surface of
20 float window glasses, 20 non-float window glasses,
20 patterned window glasses, and 20 toughened float
windscreen glasses. In particular, they found that for
window float glass, the RI of the tin-contact surface has
always been higher than that of the bulk, whereas nonfloat sheet glass did not exhibit significant differences.
Underhill (9) confirmed these findings by noting three
layers of distinctly different RI values in various float
glass samples. Locke and Hayes (10) observed that RI
variations were larger in thick windows and toughened
glasses but were also detectable in domestic windowpanes. They applied laboratory annealing as well,
which reduced RI variations. They also reported that,
in general, toughened glass showed higher variations
than non-toughened glass. Their study also measured
fragments from two locations of a vodka bottle, and
they observed large differences between the bulk and
the exterior surface. Zoro et al. (11) studied the differences in RI between bulk and exterior surfaces of five
flat float glass, five flat non-float glass, three bottles and
three tableware objects. They reported differences as
well. Finally, Suzuki et al. (12) have analyzed 16 brown

beer bottles of similar aspect. They sampled the bottles
in four areas, including the neck, shoulder, body, and
bottom. They did not report any significant variation
in RI values between different sampling depths at any
of the sampled areas. However, it should be noted that
their RI values were considered using four decimal
places. The other studies described above, except for
(9), as well as the present study, consider five decimal
places of the RI values.
The aforementioned studies are more than 15 years
old, and information about RI variations of container
glass is based on a few numbers of samples of container
glass or on a non-fully exploited RI data (i.e., four decimal places). Considering the improvements of modern
glass manufacturing processes in the last several years,
this study aims to expand knowledge on the potential
RI differences between the external surfaces of glass
containers and those collected from their bulk. The
objectives of this study are the development of a methodology that 1) separates the exterior surface from the
internal bulk, 2) produces representative RI data from
the selected glass containers, and 3) applies a simple
and robust statistic that informs about a potential difference between RI data from bulk and exterior of a
given glass container.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample Selection
Eight glass containers have been collected for this
study. These consist of two green-colored beer bottles
from Yuengling (samples 001 and 007), two green wine
bottles from Valdobbiadene prosecco (samples 060 and
065), two brown beer bottles from Molson Canadian
(samples 023 and 027), and two colorless honey pots
from Breitsamer Honig (samples 062 and 064).
Preparation of the Fragments
Labels on the glass objects were removed by peeling
them off using a flathead screwdriver and by applying
isopropyl alcohol. Individual glass objects were placed
in sealable polyethylene bags and then smashed with
a crescent wrench. Fragments from the bottles were
separated into three distinct sections corresponding
to their main parts, namely the neck/shoulder, body,
and base. Glass from container objects such as pots was
also divided in the same way. The fragments from different areas were separated and stored in three different
petri dishes. Only glass fragments from the body area
were selected in this study. After a cleaning step using
an ultrasonic bath, the fragments were then further
broken to obtain an appropriate size for conducting RI
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measurements. Two different approaches were used to
obtain fragments from the bulk and from the exterior
surface of a given fragment. To isolate glass portions
from the external surface of a fragment, a metal file
with one set of teeth was utilized along with electrical
tape and a mortar or similar cup-shaped receptacle.
This process was named the Filing of Glass (FoG)
method. A surface edge of a fragment is selected for
extraction. Once selected, a section of electrical tape is
cut to cover the entire side of the fragment. The placement of the tape needs to be about a centimeter below
the surface and wrapped around the entire side of
the fragment. Once the fragment is covered with tape,
a flat file is held at a 45° angle and is pushed forward
against the fragment then lifted off and repeated. This
is done over a mortar to collect the filed glass shards
(Figure 1).
A mortar or similar cup-shaped receptacle then
collects the loose fragments, which are subsequently
transferred onto a glass slide. A drop of Locke silicone
oil type B mounting medium (n20 = 1.537) is then added.
Smaller glass shards are obtained by further smashing them using a spatula. Another drop of mounting
medium is added before fixing the preparation with a
square glass coverslip. A mortar and pestle was used
in order to further break glass fragments and isolate the
internal bulk portion. Irregular edges of the smashed
fragments were checked with a stereomicroscope. These
fragments were also further smashed using a spatula
while immersed in the type B silicon oil mounting medium. The preparation is finalized by adding another
drop of mounting medium and placing a square glass
coverslip over the fragments.
Refractive Index Measurements
Refractive index measurements of the selected
glass fragments were analyzed using the hot plate
method in conjunction with phase contrast microscopy. The instrument GRIM 3 by Foster + Freeman
Ltd. was used for this purpose. The instrument is
equipped with a Leica DM 2500 phase contrast microscope and a Mettler Toledo FP82HT hot stage.
Software Glass 2.0.103 and Stage Manager 1.0.24 by
Foster + Freeman Ltd. were used to manage measurements and data. Glass fragments were mounted
on 76 mm × 19 mm boroslicate glass slides with a
RI of about 1.5224 and fixed with 15 mm × 15 mm
square coverslips. As mentioned above, a Locke
silicone oil type B was used as a mounting medium.
Performance checks of the instrument were carried out
with Locke standard glasses B3 and B11.
Fourteen fragments were measured for each

Figure 1. The Filing of Glass (FoG) method used for scraping
debris from the exterior surface of glass objects. A section of
electrical tape is applied and wrapped around the side of a
sampled glass fragment. A file is held at a 45° angle and is then
pushed forward against the fragment then lifted off and repeated.
This is done over a mortar to collect the filed glass shards.

selected container: seven from the bulk area and
seven from the exterior surface. Five RI measurements
were conducted for each fragment resulting in 70
RI measurements per container for a total of 560
RI measurements.
Statistical Analysis
Due to the relatively small number of pairs of data
sets to be compared, the Welch modification of the
Student t-test was used. The Welch test is used when
the two compared populations have different variances,
and it is typically utilized in the context of comparisons
of RI data from glass fragments (13). Due to the relatively small sample size of the collected measurements
as well as the departure from normality for the majority
of the distributions, the method of bootstrapping was
applied to the collected data sets. Random sampling
with replacement was conducted 10,000 times from
the combined data of bulk and exterior surface for each
sample, under the null hypothesis that these data sets
cannot be differentiated. The Welch test was then applied again on the bootstrapped data. Tests have been
carried out using the R statistical software (14).
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Figure 2. Box plots showing the distributions of the RI values of the bulk area (B) and the exterior surface (E) from the body areas of the
eight container glass objects selected for tis study.
RESULTS
The measured RI values for the eight selected
samples are separated into four main ranges of values.
Glass objects from the same type and manufacturer
exhibit overlapping RI values. The only exception to
this seems to be the honey pots (samples 062 and 064),
which appear to have different ranges of RI values.
The box plot in Figure 2 shows the obtained RI data
distributions.
The distributions of the data show clear differences
between the RI values of the selected glass objects of
different types and manufacturer. Following this preliminary visual inspection, the RI properties between
the bulk area and exterior surface of the body areas
exhibit overlapping values.
The data distributions for each container were
observed by consideration of a histogram, which
includes a probability density function as well as a
normal quantile plot. The RI values for both bulk and
exterior areas of sample 001 (green Yuengling bottle)
display relatively normal distributions. Such distribution results in bimodal for the bulk area of the second
Yuengling beer bottle (sample 007), whereas RI data
from the exterior surface displays a normal distribution

with a slight right skewness (Figure 3).
The RI distributions of both bulk and exterior areas of the green prosecco bottle (sample 060) show a
tendency to a normal distribution in the sense that the
majority of the observations are clustered in the center
of the distribution. However, both distributions exhibit
other areas presenting a clustering of observations,
based primarily on the consideration of the probability
density functions in the histograms. The second green
bottle of prosecco (sample 065) exhibits a normal distribution of the data for the bulk area, while the exterior
surface displays a bimodal distribution, although a
central distribution is strongly emphasized. The normal quantile plot shows a strong departure from the
normal line (Figure 4).
Both the bulk and exterior areas of the measured RI
values of the brown beer bottle (sample 023) follow a
normal distribution. Inspection of the normal quantile
plots allows for appreciating a substantial deviation
from normality in the regions of the tails of both distributions. The second brown bottle (sample 027) displays
a normal distribution with respect to the RI values of
the bulk area. However, some data are dispersed at
the level of the tails of the distribution. Instead, the
RI distribution for the external surface appears to be
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Figure 3. Histograms with probability density functions and normal quantile plots for checking the normality of the RI distributions for
bulk and exterior areas of samples 001 (left) and 007 (right) (green Yuengling beer bottles).
slightly right-skewed (Figure 5).
The RI distribution of the bulk area of sample 064
(colorless honey pot) exhibits a skewness tendency on
the right, while the RI distribution of its exterior surface
exhibits a skewness tendency on the left. The bulk area
of the other colorless honey pot collected in this study
(sample 062) displays a right-skewed distribution,
while the RI values for the exterior surface appear to
be normally distributed (Figure 6).
For the Welch modification of the Student t-test,
the null hypothesis is H0: μx = μy or μx – μy = 0, meaning
that there is no difference between the sample means
of the compared sets. The alternative hypothesis is
H0: μx ≠ μy or μx – μy ≠ 0, meaning that there is a difference between the sample means of the two compared
sets. Table 1 shows the calculated p-values for the tests
carried out between the RI values of the bulk area and
the exterior surface of for a given sample.
It can be observed that five samples out of eight
(007, 027, 060, 062, and 065) have a p-value higher
than 0.1. According to the scale by Curran (15), this
means that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. For
samples 001 and 023, a p-value between 0.01 and 0.05
was calculated: following the scale, there is evidence

against the null hypothesis. Finally, a p-value between
0.001 and 0.01 was calculated for sample 064, which is
considered strong evidence against the null hypothesis.
Also, note that differences between similar glass objects
are observed. Only glass samples from the two selected
bottles of prosecco yielded similar p-values.
Given the departures from normality observed in
the majority of the distributions of the measured RI
values within the collected samples, bootstrapping
was applied to each sample. Figure 7 shows the comparisons between the theoretical t-distribution and the
bootstrapped distributions for each sample after 10,000
draws with replacement. These distributions now have
a normal shape.
Following the Welch test of the bootstrapped data,
it can be noticed that the calculated p-values are very
similar to those calculated with the measured RI values
(Table 1).
DISCUSSION
Although differences in RI values of bulk and external surface have not been systematically observed
within all the selected glass containers, this study
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Figure 4. Histograms with probability density functions and normal quantile plots for checking the normality of the RI distributions bulk
and exterior areas of samples 060 (left) and 065 (right) (green Valdobbiadene prosecco bottles).

Figure 5. Histograms with probability density functions and normal quantile plots for checking the normality of the RI distributions for
bulk and exterior areas of samples 023 (left) and 027 (right) (brown Molson Canadian beer bottles).
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Figure 6. Histograms with probability density functions and normal quantile plots for checking the normality of the RI distributions for
bulk and exterior areas of samples 062 (right) and 064 (left) (colorless Breitsamer Honig honey pots).
demonstrates that these differences exist. A method for
isolating fragments from the external surface of a glass
container was also devised for this study.
The FoG technique implemented in this research
gathers fine fragments from the external surface in a
uniform fashion. The fragment size is the major limitation to successfully separating bulk and exterior areas.
This technique is recommended for fragments with
edges of about 5 mm long or longer. This condition is
most often fulfilled in the case of glass submitted as a
reference. Instead, recovered fragments are usually of
smaller size, and it is not always possible to determine
if they are part of the bulk or from the external surface
of the original object. However, in cases where it is
possible to discern the external surface (i.e., surface
fluorescence of float glass), and if the size of the fragments allows, it is recommended to determine if a RI
difference exists between bulk and exterior areas in
order to expand and more precisely control the study
of intra-source variation of the questioned fragments.
Only the body area of glass containers was selected
for this study. Clearly, collecting data from other areas
would be informative to evaluate if RI differences occur in the entirety of a given glass object. For example,

if differences are observed in a given area, then is it
expected to observe them in other areas as well? The
body area was prioritized because it constitutes the
largest part of the selected glass objects.
In theory, the Welch test is exploited for normally
distributed populations. In our data set, very few of
the distributions were normal. However, this test was
used because 1) the number of RI measurements for
each glass container was relatively small (35 for each
compared population), 2) the Welch test is known to
be robust in cases of deviations from normality, and 3) it
is possible to rely on the central limit theorem, which
states that the distribution of the sum (or average) of a
large number of independent, identically distributed
variables will be approximately normal, regardless
of the underlying distribution. The measured RI and
bootstrapped data both yielded very close p-values
demonstrating the robustness of the Welch test to deviations from normality. This test was also regarded as
practical for the data treatment of a small number of
the eight selected objects.
Traditionally, in the context of hypothesis testing,
a conclusion in regard to the acceptance or the rejection of the null hypothesis is reached based on critical
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values referring to a designed significance level (usually
α = 0.05 or α = 0.01) or cut-off point. Also, p-values are
commonly utilized as measures of the strength of the
evidence against the null hypothesis. This approach can
be used for assessing significance at levels other than
the traditional α = 0.05 and α = 0.01 as well. However,
the rule-of-thumb that suggests the rejection of the
null hypothesis whenever p-values smaller or equal
to 0.05 are observed is often considered (16). In this
study, thresholds or cut-off points were not chosen.
No basis was identified to decide whether α = 0.05 or
α = 0.01, or another significance level would be appropriate for the question at hand. Note that the tests for
two samples (001 and 023) produced p-values between
α = 0.01 and α = 0.05. It was preferred to follow the
verbal scale used by Curran (15). This approach permits
one to describe the amount of evidence against the null
hypotheses in various degrees. In the present study, it
was important to demonstrate that differences between
bulk and exterior surfaces are plausible although not
systematic and that such differences are not coherent
between containers of the similar type. These gradual
conclusions captured the cases where no particular
difference was noted between bulk and exterior areas
and cases where a difference may be present leading
the glass examiner to the consideration of an indepth variation of the RI values in addition to radial
variation.
As stated earlier, differences between bulk and exterior surfaces have been observed for three containers.
Also, differences have been observed between similar

glass objects for three out of the four pairs (i.e., 001–007,
023–027, and 062–064). An explanation of these observations is advanced based on the random variation occurring during the glass manufacturing process where
the different factors such as mold interactions and lair
transitions could be responsible for subtle differences
within each glass container. Another explanation could
be that two glass containers may be manufactured from
two different batches of cullet (5).
The results of this study indicate that the glass examiner should consider the distinction between bulk
and exterior surface during the sampling process in order to evaluate the variation within recovered fragments
as well as the intra-source variation of reference glass.
CONCLUSION
This study intends to provide objective information to glass examiners concerned with the understanding of RI in-depth variation that could be expected
between bulk and external surface for container glass.
These results can be valuable when examiners interpret
potential differences observed during comparative
examinations or when they attempt to explain the
dispersion of RI data as a consequence of a sampling
method. Despite the small number of glass objects
analyzed in this study, results indicate that differences
in RI values between the bulk areas and exterior surfaces occur and, therefore, the glass examiner should
consider in-depth heterogeneity in addition to spatial
heterogeneity during the sampling process.
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Figure 7. Comparisons between the theoretical t-distribution and the bootstrapped distributions for each sample (N = 10,000,
bandwidth = 0.1449).
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